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BEFORE THE NATIONAL GREEN TRIBUNAL
. AT NEW DELHI
MEMORANDUM OF APPLICATION

(under SectiQn 18(1) r9ad with Sectipn 14 and 15 of
the National Green Tribunal Act 2010)
ORIGINAL APPLICATION NO.

OF 2017

IN THE MATTER OF:
VINOHYAN ECOLQGY AND NATURAL,.
HISTORY FOUNDATION
Through its Managfng Tn.ist~e
~6/30, Shivpuri. Colony
Station Roao, Mirzapl!r, Uttar Pradesh -231001 ...

.... Applicant

Versus

1. MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT, FOREST ANO.CLIMATE CHANGE
Through Director-ESZ Division
Indira Paryavaran Bhavan
Jor Bagh Road
New Delhi - 110 003
2. PRINCIPAL·SECRETARY
Department of Environment
State of UttafPradesh
.
Room No 601, Bapu Bhavan · ·
Secretariat, Vidhan Sabha Marg
Lucknow-226001
3. DIVISIONAL COMMISSIONER-VINDHYACHAL
Patharahia, Mirzapvr
Uttar Pradesh-231 001
4. PRINCIPAL CHIEF CONSERVATOR OF FORESTS
State of Uttar Pradesh
17, Rana Pratap Marg
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh-221001 ....

I.

.. . . . .... Respondents

The address of the Applicant's counsels is given below for the service of notices of
this Application.

II.

rhe addresses of the Respondents are given above for the service of notices of
~his
\

Ill.

Application.
,·,

..

.; ;'l:

The Applicant above-named is filing the present application against the Notification
No. $.0. 891 (E) pa:ted 20th March, 2017 issued by the Central Government
declaring an area to an extent of 1 km all around the boundary of Kaimur Wildlife
Sanctuary in the State of Uttar Pradesh as the Kaimur Wildlife Sanctuary Eco-
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sensitive Zone. Copy of Not!fication No. 8.0.891 (E) dated 20th March, 2017 is
annexed herewith and marked as Annexure A-1.
FACT~

It is most respectfUlly showeth -

1. That the present Application is file<;i raising issues with respect to the
con$ervation and protection of the Kaimur Wildlife Sanctuary sit1,1ated in the

district~ Mirzapur and Sonbhadra in Uttar Pradesh. The main concern of the
applicant herein is that the Notification dated 20th March, 2017 declaring 1
km around the Sanctuary as "Eco -sensitive Zone" is arbitrary and lacks
consideration of the significance of the fragile ecosystem which supports a
unique intewa~ion of flora and fauna existing in this region. The main concern
of the applicant is that the area falling beyond the said 1 km also forms part
of the rich landscape and was therefore required to be brought 1,mder the
considerations of eco sensitive zone. The applicant has approached this
Hon'ble Tribunal challenging the said notification since the crucial aspect of
protection of the eco fragile region which was the ultimate purpose of the
notification has been completely ignored by the concerned authorities. If this
notification is implemented, the .same would lead to fragmentation of the
•
ecological links which are the support system of the rich biodiversity of this
regio~.

2. That the present Application is filed under Section 14(1) of the National
Green ·Tribvnal Act, 2010 as the subject matter relates to a SLJbstantial
question rel~ting to the environment as defined under section 2 (m) (i) (B) of ·
the Act . and there hps been gross violation of the provisions of the
Environment (Protection) Act 1986 and particularly Rule 5 of the
Environment· (Protection) Rules 1986 which provide for prohibition and
restriction of location of

i~dustries

and carrying on of processes and

·.

operations in di·fferent areas based on . certain considerations. The
j•,.:

applieapon i~ also filed under section 15 for restitution of the environment
. t ;,_1
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3
which has been damaged by the mining operations and other developmental
activities carried out in the region.
3. The applicant is a non-governmental organization registered as a trust in the
year ~012 in Mirzapur, Uttar Pradesh. The organization has been working
for protection and conservation of the ecology and wildlife in Vindhyan range
of eastern Uttar Pradesh through research, communication and supporting
local environmentalists. The organization has published several research
works highlighting the ecological significance .of the area and have
suggested measures to the local authorities for undertaking conservation
measures for protection of the wil<;jlife animals found in the area. The
organiz,ation has also sent its objections/representations against the draft
notifjcation of the 'Eco-Sensitive Zone' of Kaimur Wildlife Sanctuary in
December, 2015. The Managing trustee of the organization who is a
permanent resident of Delhi has approached the Hon'ble Tribunal on behalf
of the organization. Copy of the Resolution dated 51h August, 2017 is
annexed herewith as Annexure A-2.
4. That the Central Government creates eco-sensitive zones (ESZs) around
Protected Areas to prevent ecological damage caused due to developmental
activities around National Parks and Wildlife Sanctuaries. This is in
I

·pursuance of the decision taken by the lridia.n Board for Wildlife in the year
2002 wherein a "Wildlife Conse~ation Strategy- 2002" was adopted which
envisaged that the "lands falling within 10 kms of tlie boundaries of National
Parks and Sanctuaries should be notified as eco-:fragile zones under section
3 (v) 9f the Environment (Protection) Act and Rule 5 sub rule (viii) and (x) of
~~

.

the Environment (Protection) Rules".
5. That a PIL Writ Petition (Civil) No. 460 of 2004 tilted as Goa Foundation
versus .Union of India was filed before the· Hon'ble Supreme Court with
respect to the issue of de((laration of the.eco sensitive zenes wherein vide
.
.
order dated
04.12.2006
the
Hon'ble Court directed the Ministry to grant a
.
.
. final opportunity to the States/UT's to send proposals for

d~claration

of the

eco sensitive zones ·around ProtecteQ Areas falling within their respective
jurisdiction within fc;>ur' weeks from the date· of the order. However, several
States did not comply with the said directions for want of guidelines in this
regard. This issue was subseq~ently considered by the Hon'ble Supreme
Court in (I. A No. 2609-2610 of 2009) titled as Anand Arya & Anr versus Union
of India filed in Writ Petition (C) No. 202 of 1995.
6. That the Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change in order to
the 'Guidelines
for Declaration of Ecofacilitate
the $tates/UT'$ issueQ
!
.
~-.::

Sensitive Zones', in February, 2011. The purpose of deqlaring the ecosensitive zones ·around Protected_ Areas like National Parks, Wildlife
Sanctuaries is to create some kind of "Shock Absorber'' or transition zonE:} or
a buffer area where .developmental

=~ctivities

are regulated with a view to

conserve the floral and-faunal biodiversity which exists in the protected area.
Copy of the guidelines is annexed herewith as Annexure A-3.
7. That in 2011, the Chief Secretary, $tate of I,JP constituted a committee for
de((laring eco sensitive zone for the Kaimur Wildlife sanctuary (hereinafter
referred to. as KWLS) .. The first meeting of the Committee under
chairmanship of Commissioner-Vindhyachal Division was held on 25 July

2011. Thereafter series of meetings and correspondences were held
subsequent to which the Committee recommended for declaring 1 km
around the KWLS as ESZ.

6.

That th,e 'Draft Notification' <;iat~d 22.092015 proposing uniform 1 km radius
of ESZ for Kaimur Wildlife Sanctuary was first published by Respondent No.
1, MoEFCC on its website on 6th October, 2015 for public comments. Copy
of the Draft ~titification is annexed herewith as Annexure A-4.

9. That th.e applicant organization submitted a detailed representation with its
comments and objections on the draft notification on 3rd December, 2015
through
email to all the members of the. Committee. The same email was
. ,. '
also marked to Principal Secretary (Environment & Forests) Govt. of India,
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Princip~l Secretary-Forests Govt. of U.P, Chief Conservator of Forests-

Kanpur Division, and. Divisional Forest Officer-Kaimur Wildlife Division
Mirzapur, U.P. The said representation was en<;lorsed by eminent experts
working on wildlife and ecology Annexure A-5.
,t

.

10. That the draft notification was finalized by the MoEFCC's Expert Committee
on ESZ in its meeting dated 4th February, 2016. Thoi,Jgh the minutes show
\

j

the narhes of ~orne persons who submitted their comments. However, the
'·

same does not make any.mention about the detailed representation se·nt by

. l
the applicaot organization. Copy of the minutes dated 4th Feb, 2016 is
annexed herewith as Annexure A-6._
11. That the applicant made an RTI request to the MoEFCC on 24th November,
2016 about the status of their representation and the status of the final
notification. In response to the same, the Ministry informed that the
notification is yet to be finalized and the representation sent by the applicant
was forwarded to the State of U.P. for its response. However, the applicant
received no response from the State of UP on the said representation and

.

on 23rd March, 2017. the 'Final Notification' declc;uing ESZ of Kaimur Wildlife
Sanct~ary dated 20/03/2017 was uploaded o.n the MoEFCC website.

Copy of the RTI application dated 24.11.2016 and the response of the
Ministry is annexed herewith as J\nnexure A-7 (Co.lly).

12. That to obtain the documents which formed part of the appraisal and decision ·
making process for the ESZ proposal of the Sanctuary, the applicant filed an
RTI application dated 24/03/2017 based on which he undertook a file
inspect~on with the MoEFCC on 21/04/2017 af its offi.ce in New Delhi.
H~wever,

the photocopies 9f the desired documents were denied to him.

Subseque·ntly even on submission of another RTI application dated
24/04/?:017 ,~h~n the applicant was denied information, he· approa~hed the
appelia.te authority, the Additional Oirector-ESZ Division in first appeal and
'

was finally provided
the. .documents' in person on 29 May, 2017. Copy of the
1.,>,_
RTI applications dated 24.03.2017 and 24.04.2017, first appeal dated

' ' . :>'.:•.: . •: ' :·~ I
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23.05.2017 and responses of MoEFCC are annexed herewith as Annexure
.

.

A-8 (Colly).

13. That after a ~areful deliberation of all the documents obtained under RTI, the
applicant submits that ~here has been utter disregard of the ESZ guidelines
and the entire purpose of de~laring eco sensitive zone has been vitiated. The
·,

meetin~s of the Committee show least concern of the officials on the aspect

of wildlife protection or conservation of the ecosystem ratherthe same shows
t

.

that ttie eco sensitive zone of barely 1km has been kept in order to facilitate
mining activities and·. other developmental activities which are rapidly
increasing around the Sanctuary. The concerned authorities entrusted with
the re~ponsiqility of declaring ESZ around the Sanctuary had not considered
'',

:•.

that the area outside the 1 km zone is also vital ecological corridor which
observes m.Qvement of wildlife and support the rich ecosystem of forests,
.: ~- i '

rivers, water bodies, floral and faunal biodiversity. The area outside this 1
km zone is also part of the landscape of the Kaimur WI..S and serves as an
important component of maintaining the ecological balance of this entire
region, the fragmentation of which will lead to severe impact on the floral and
faunal biodiversity and the rich ecosystem of the Sanctuary.
"GROUNDS
14. That the Applicants are challenging the ESZ Notification of the Kaimur
Wildlife Sanctuary on the following grounds which are necessary for the
consideration of this Hon'ble Tribunal:

A. Decision to declare 1 km as ESZ around the KWLS is not based on
ecological or environmental considerations but in order to ease out
mining business and industrial activities carried out around the
Sanctuary:

:

The a~Qplicant
submits that
there . were two committees constituted for
!
.
considering the proposal of E$Z of the Kaim1,1r Wildlife Sanctuary.

It is

submitted that the entire consideration of both the Committees constituted

'.;

,.~
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for the purposes of <;Jetermining the Eco sensitive zone around the KWLS
was on protecting mining and other indu.strial activities undertaken around
the Sanctuary. The perusal of the minutes of the Committee meetings and
the correspondences does not show any detailed discussion on protection
and .conservation of the eco fragile zones surrounding the Sanctuary. The
applicant wish to highlight the following proceedings which shows that the
entire process of declaring ESZ around the KWLS was vitiated:
(i)

A committee for determining the

ESZ for the KWLS was constituted

by the Chief Secretary, State of UP un<;Jer ·the chairmanship of
Commissioner, Vindhyachal

(~ereinafter

referred to as the Chairman

of the Committee). The Divisional Forest Officer, Kaimur Wildlife
·.i
jij

Sanctuary vide letter dated 19.07.2011 informed the DM, Sonbhadra
about the said

committe~

further

provi~ing

him details of the ongoing

mining and industrial activities undertaken within 10 km radius from
· the boundaries of the Sanctl,Jary which· shows the region is dominated
.;~.
;

'' ~

.;. .

with industrial activities which includes san<;J and stone mining,
cement plants, Power plants, Stone crushers and quarries etc.
0

(ii)

0

The Committee held its {irst meeting on 25 July 2011 in Sonbhadra
District. The minl,ltes of the meeting show the presence of members
from Mining Department, District Industries Centre, Public Works
.,,. Department, Electricity Corporation, Transport Department etc. with
only one member from Forest Department. Copy of the minutes of the
· . meeting dated 25.07.2011 is annexed as Annexure ~-9/1.

(iii)

. In the second· meeting held on 24 August 2011 , the officials from

mining department submitted that if ESZ of 1 Km from the boundary
of the sanctuary is proposed then the entire mining activity would be
prohibited which would· impact employment and availability of
minerals sl,Jch as sand,· stone; limestone etc. It was also brought to
the notice that in the radius of 1 km there is one power station, 22
stone mining leases, 2 sand mining leases, 1 stone mining lease of

'> ' •
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Jaypee industries. The minutes further show that the officials from the
mining department were asked to propose suggestions on what
.. should be the extent of the ESZ around the $anctu~ry. Copy of the
minutes of the meeting dated 24.08.2011 is annexed as Annexure A;•

(iv)

9/2.
"..
On . 22 September, 2011 the District Mining Officer wrote to the
Chairman of the Committee requesting to reduce the ESZ to 500
meters for the 35 km stretch of the Protected area along River Son
for protection of 24 mining leases. The District Mining Officer further
stated in this letter that in cas_e 1km is declared as ESZ then all the
mining leases within the said area will be cancelled. Copy of the letter
i'

dated 2~.09.201'1 is annexed as Annexure A-9/3.
(v)

In the third meeting of the Committee held on 24 Septemoer 2011,
the Chairman and other members on the suggestions made by the
mining officials, reduced. the ESZ boundary from 1 km to 500 meters
I·

for the suggested 35 km stretch. However, the DFQ, KWLS Mirzapur
brought to the notice of ·the Committee, the information provided by
the Principal Conservator of Forest (Wildlife), UP, Lucknow regarding
the order of the Hon'ble Supreme Court dated 04.08.2006 in lA No.
(

I

I

'

1459 in WP (C) No. 202 of 1995 which prohibits mining activity within
1 krrkof the boundary of the protected area. The minutes also show
the hand written note of DFO Mirzapur wherein he has showed his
disagreement on reducing the ESZ to 500 meters:
"There is disagreement over Para A and B, therefore careful
analysis of the same is required. Any approved proposal shall
·not be contrary to the directions of the Hon'ble Supreme Court.
If mining activity in 1 km is prohibited..since 2006 then,
1. What is the justification for ·having discussion on Eco
sensitive zone for 0 to 1 km.?

2. What is the ju$tification of the NOC given by the Forest
Department in that area after 2006?

n
,

3. Why the NOC granted for mining activity going on since
n :·,
- · 2006 (in this area) till date has not been taken back?

Copy of the minutes of the meeting dated 24.09.2011 is annexed as
\:

j

Anne~ure

(vi)

A-9/4:

On 7 October,2011 the OFO-Mirzapur wrote to PCCF-Wildlife
Lucknow informing him about the suggestion given by

CCF-Mirzap~r

Oivision in the meeting of the committee dated 24.09.2Q11 for the
need to carry an assessment qy an expert organization on the harmful
impacts on wildlife caused by mining activities carried out l;>eyond 500
meters based on which the' further course of action should be
decided. He further sought query on two· aspects: (i) if there will be
any legal obstacle if mining · activity is allowed to be undertaken
beyond 500 meters from the boundary of the Sanctuary and (ii) if
mining activity is prohibited within 1 km ·of the Sanctuary then the
ongoi~g· 24 leases shall be cancelled or not

In reply to the same, The PCCF vide letter dated 20.10.2011
stated that.there is a complete ban on mining activities within 1 km
~

· · distance from a wildlife sanctuary and allowing the..same will be in
. violation of the Supreme Court order. He· further stated that any
leases which were operational pri.or to

sc order will function

only till

termination. of their lease period. He further made it clear that any
~ctivity
~nd

in violation of the Court's order should be immediately stopped

action should be taken against the violators.

Copy of the letters dated 07.10.2011 and 20.10.2011 is annexed as
i!

,1:~ -;J

Annexure A-9/5.
(vii)

On 3 November, 2011 the DFO-KWLS sent a reminder to Mining

.

officer-Sonbhadra seeking details on the mining leases within 500 m
and 1 km radius of KWLS. The same day, the Chairman of the

- .•..:··, ,.

,;,;.~,~-JT

: '., ...

·,

ro

. Committee wrote to the Principal Secretary, (Forest) Govt. of UP
seeking. further 91arification on whether there is any legal obstacle in
allowing mining activities outside 500 meters radius from KWLS

QOUridary in view of the gi,Jidelines for ~eclaration of the eco sensitive
zones. Copy of the letters dated 03.11.2012 by the DFO-KWLS and
Commissioner Vindhayachal is annexed as Annexure A-9/6.
.
.
(viii)

The DIG (WL) MoEFCC on 07/02/2012 wr()te to the Chief Wildlife

¥var~~n Govt. of UP reminding to expedite the submission of ESZ
proposal and also pointing out the following 7 key points to be
spec.ifidally
included while. considering the proposal:
:·::'
(i) "The radius! mean radii/ range of radius of the proposed Eco
sensitive zone clearly indicating the area covered by the Eco
sensitive zone around the protected area along with ~ map for
the same in A4 size
(ii) The requirement of such a zone to act as a shock ~bsorber
(iii) The best method for management of the Eco sensitive zone
(iv) The broad based thematic activities to be included in the
master plan for the region, which may be in the form of a table
as given in the gt,Jidelines of the ministry of environment and
forests on Eco sensitive zone publisheC/ on 9th February 2011
(v) Details of land use pattern of the region within the proposed
Eco sensitive zone and list of different C?tegories of industries
including mine and stone crushing unit operating in the
proposed Eco sensitive zone
(vi) Natural Habitat and important corridor present in the protected
areas a·nd the proposed Eco sensitive zone
(vii) Boundary description of the proposed Eco sensitive zone and
··l:;

list of villages falling within the. proposed Eco sensitive zone
' ~~; ;:~. k1

·' "'along with the latitudes and longitudes of the same.

the

boundary description shall include the list of villages, clearly

. ,, :t,•,·, ".;·-···.-."; .. •:··.·.

I ~

,'

':~." '

......

ll
indicating the exception and exemption in the delineated buffer
Zone area."
Copy of the letter dated 07.02.2012 is annexed as Annexure A-9/7.
(ix)

That·in pursuance of para 6.2 of the guidelines for determining ESZ
for the Sanctuary, another committee (Small Expert Committee) of
four members ·was constituted by Additional Commissioner, Mirzapur
appointing ADM Sonbhadra, Dr. Sarita Sinha from NBRI, Lucknow
..

. (as an ecologist nominated by Di.strict Magistrate, Sonbhadra),
Wildlife Warden KWLS and Additional ChiefOfficer, Zila Panchayat,
Sonbhadra. The DFO-KWLS wrote a letter dated 17.01.2012 to the
Distric;:t Magistrate, Sonbhadra bringing the said fact to his notice
alongwith the CV of the· nominated ecologist. Copy of the same is

~nnexed as Annexure A-9/8.
I

(x)

,

Th~

.

said small expert committee held only two me~tings on 1 March,

2012 and 30 March, .2012. The minutes of the meetings shows that

the'm~in concern of the members was on protecting the mining leases
and the industries which were operating in the regio'n and the extent
of the e~o sensitive zone was discussed considering the location of
the said activities. Copy of the minutes of the meetings dated
01.03.2012 and 30.03.2012 is annexed as Annexure A-9/9.
(xi)

A Site Visit by the ecologist Dr. Sarita Sinha was undertaken on 2
March, 2012 in Gurma block and two other sites namely Rajpur and
Mahuwaria. The site visit report dated 06.03.2012 is not supported by
any scientific observation or photograph. The perusal of the report
further shows th?t the site visit was very generic and intact a very brief
v.isit during midday. However, the expert member made an
observation that the "ESZ shall be based on site of fragile ecosystem
and different buffer zones must be made as per Guideline of MOEF".
The site visit seems to be a mere formality since considering the area
~f

the Sanctuary which. runs in more than 500 sq.km. and outer

:

~

:0

perimeter running over 350 Km, it is impossible for the officials to
determine the status of wildlife or eco fragile zones of this region

'

.

.

merely observing it for a couple of hours. Copy of the site visit report
dated 06.03.2012 is annexed as Annexure A-9/1 0.
(xii)

On 09/04/2012,,the Principal Secretary, Gol,JP wrote to Chairman of
the Committee (Commissioner-Vindhyachal Division) informing him
that permitting mining within 1 km of the Protected Area boundary will
be violation of the Supreme Court order. Copy of the letter dated
Q9.04.2012
is .annexed as Annexure A-9/11.
.
~

(xiii)

The fourth meeting of the Committee headed by Commissioner
Vindhyachal was held on 11/05/2012 wherein the chairman apprised
all the members of the Committee about the Supreme Court order.
~ursuant

to the same the members agreed on proposing 1 km

r)'linimum ESZ around some areas of Gurma Range. However, the
-'c..•

suggestion for increasing ESZ to 2 km in the remaining area by the
small expert committee was questioned.

It was stated that the

notification of different ESZ distances may .lead to conflict t;>etween
'(illagers and will also affect development activities. Copy of the
minutes of the meeting dated 11.05.2012 is annexed as Annexure A9/12.
(xiv)

On 21 May 2012, the nominated ecologist Dr. Sarita Sinha sent a note
proposing for a uniform eco sensitive zone of 1 km width around the
•
Sanctuary. The said observation of the expert member was based on
. an arbitrary reasoning that keeping ~ariable distances for ESZ will
create social conflicts among the villages as they would be affected
by the restrictions imposed on different variations at different places.
It is submitted that the· said reasoning was completely vague .
in light of the guidelines Which states that the extent of regulation may
not be uniform all around and it could be of variable width and extent.

.

F,:urthE!r, no question of social conflict could have
arisen since notifying
.
~

·.

,,.•-
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.

'

.

an eco-~ensitive zone does not restrict the villagers from moving in
the region or carrying out day to day activity. Copy of the Note dated
21.05.2012 is annexed as Annexure A-9/13.
(xv)

In
the fifth meeting dated 1Oth June, 2012 there was only discl,lssion
\•'
on demarcation of the boundary of the KWl$ on the revenue map
~nd regarding the same different sub-committees were formed. Copy
~;

of the minutes of the meeting dated 10.06.2012 is annexed as
Annexure A-9/14.
(xvi) · The sixth and final meeting of the Committee was held on
11.07..2012. the meeting was also attended by the nominated
ecologist. The minutes show that there was clear disagreement
.

between

R~venue

·.

Department and Forest Department regarding the

· boundary of the Sanctuary. The Revenue Dept. showed the boundary
· of the KWLS 1 km less than what was original on which Forest Dept.
·C

objected that th.e ·same cannot be done without recommendation of
National Board of Wildlife. In this meeting all, the members reached
to a consensus for 1 km as ESZ for the. Sanctuary. Copy of the
J11inutes of the meeting dated 11.07.2012 is annexed as Annexure A-

9/15.
(xvii) That thereafter the said proposal recommending 1 km as uniform ESZ
around ·the boundary of the KWLS was forwarded to the State
Government. In a note-sheet dated 11th September, 2012 l;>y DFOKWlS"Sushant Sharma .stated that "the ESZ for KWLS has been
prepared according to the Guidelines received from Government of
India. The Discussion .Paper is based on the ot;>servations and
~ecisions

taken by the committee time to time. The said Discussion
.

~

paper has been examined by the PCCF-WL (Secretary of the ESZ
Proposal Committee) and has been sent as three signed copies. The
Commissioner-Vindhyachal
Block, Mirzapur (Chairman
of the ESZ
I
.
.
I

Proposal Committee) is requested to · send the proposal to

::t
:

·:~

:• ·.' : ; . : :
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~overnment of Uttar Pradesh through Chief Wildlife Warden for
·:r

further proceedings". Copy of the notesheet dated 11.09.2012 by
).f

DFO-KWLS is annexed as.Annexure A-9/16.
The applicant submits that in the entire proceedings of the Committees, the
•'

only rnajor COt:lcern was protecting the· interests of mining lobby. The
Chairrniin of the Committee, Commissioner Vindhyachal was adamant to

.r=sz area to

reduce the

500 meters for the mining activities, until he was

specifically directed by Principal Secretary, Government of l,.JP that the same
;L

;

is not legally permissible due to the order and direction of the Hon'ble
Supreme Court. In almost all the meetings the c;Hscussions, the focus was
mainly on protecting mining and other developmental activities rather than
wildlife, ecology and environment of the region. The minutes show that the
Revenue Department and Mining Department even attempted to push the
/

I

boundary of the Sanctuary to 1 km less so that the mining leases operating
in the said area should not get affected. It is submi~ed that in the entire
procee~ing there has been hardly any discussion on the wildlife of the

Sanctuary, their habitats, their movement pattern and wildlife diversity
outside the KWLS which should have been the basic point of discussion. In
absence of any such exercise; the ultimate purpose of declaring Eco
sensitive Zone for the Sanctuary has been defeated.
Copy .of all the meetings and correspondences by. the Committees referred
to by tlie Applicant are annexed herewith as Annexure A-9 (Colly).
B. Guidelfnes for Declaration of EcQ-Sensitive Zones not followed by the
'·)

Committee:'

.

The GJidelines prescribes a detailed procedure which is to be adopted by
. ,(

I

.

,

·.

the States/UT's for identifying and determining the extent of the ESZ around
1
·. .r;1

1 •

a protected area. The basic aim of the guidelines is to regulate certain
. .;~ :::
.
,.":·

activities around· protected areas so as to prevent the negative impacts of
such activ.iti~s (liKe mfning, power projects, polluting industries etc.) on the
fragile ecosystem encompassing the protected areas. It is pertinent to

=·:::...,.,-::,.:-,-,:;,'..\;:-,-·.
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f.S

menti_o~ that the Ministry had_ asked all States .and Union Territories to

forward site-specific proposals to set up ESZs. · But only a few states
forwarqed the proposal. The guidelines were therefore prepared so that the
states/UT's- _can start the process of identifying ESZ's according to the.
procedure laid down i~ the guidelines. The guidelines not only provides a
framework but a.lso focuses on the need of protecting and conserving the
ecology and. biodivers~ty existing around· the protected areas. It is thus,
i'
·•
.
necessary that the States while processing the proposals for declaring the
:.
.
~

ESZ in their respective areas have to take a decision in view of the objective

·r: \( ~·

.

·laid down in the guidelines. The procedure to be adopted·for declaring an
area

as ESZ under the guidelines is provided as follows:
"6.1

As has t)een indicated in, the· forgoing paras, the basic aim is to

regulate certain activities around National Park and Wildlife Sanctuary

so as to minimise the negative impacts of such activities on the fragile
ecosystem encompassing the Protected Area. As a first step towards
achieving thi~ goal, it is a prerequisite that an inventory of the different
land use patterns and the different types of activities, types and
'

'

rwmber of industries operating around. each of the Protected Area
'·

(National Park, Sanctuaries) as well as important Corridors be made.
The inventory could be done by the concerned Range Officers, who
can take a stock of activities within 10 km of his range.
6. 2 For the above purpose; a small cgmm{ttef} yQ,mprisjng ,(he
cpncerned IIJiildlife W,arden. an Ecgloqist. an QfficjaJ {rQm the Lpcal
1

·.;q·

i) Extent of eco-sensitive zone for the Protected Area being
bonsidered.
ii) The requirement of such zone to act as a shock absorber

... y
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,
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iii) To suggest the best methods for manafJement of the eco-sensitive

zones, so St.Jggested.
iv) To suggest broad based thematic activities to be included in the
Master Plan for the region."
The a~plicant submits that the Committee while appraising the proposal for
!'.,

Kaimur' ESZ has utterly failed to consider the negative impact of the
commercial and developmental activities on the fragile ecosy'stem
surrounding the Protected Area, it in fact considered the interests of mining
activities .which could have been banned in case the Committee had
!·:

demarcated the ESZ beyond the 1 km zone ..

Constitution of the Committee chaired by Commissioner, Vindhyachal
completely contrary to the procedure laid down f!nder the gqidelines:
It is further submitted that the constitution of the Committee was done in
blatant_disregard of the procedure laid down LJnder the guidelines.

The

,,

Committee chaired bY Commissioner- Vindhyanchal Division had members
•
from Mining Department, District Industries Centre, Public Works
Depar:ttnent, Electricity Corporation, Transpqrt Department etc which were
completely in conflict with the issue in consideration. · The list of members
provided in the minutes of meeting dated 251h July, 2011 (annexed as
Annexure A-911
above) shows that within the 10 km radius of the
.
.
Sanctuary, the region .is dominated with industrial activities which includes
sand· and stone mining, cement plants, power plants, stone crushers and

.

quarries etc. The meetings also show that there were undue pressures from
the members to reduce the ESZ to the minimum extent possible. It is
submitted ·that if r.epresentative.s from such departments would pe involved
.
H
· in

the.'

decision

making

process,

undoubtedly

the

interests

of

commercialization and industrialization would gain preference over wildlife
and environment cons~rvatioh. It is further important to mention that the 1
km zone has been demarcated as ESZ only because of the order dated
'I

.-i
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04.08.2006 passed by the Hon.'ble Supreme Court in I.A No. 1459 in W.P
(C) No. 202 of 1995 in view of which all mining activities within 1 km from the
boundaries of Wildlife Sanctuary was prohibited. Thus, had there been no
1•

~

'

.

. :: •

•.

•

such order of the Hon'ble Supreme Court, the Committee would not have
declared even 1 km as ESZ'.
. No res~arch and assessment undertaken by the Forest. Department for
ident(fication of the extent of ESZ:

The applicant submits that even th.ough there have been several
irregularities in the "Danner in which the ESZ proposal has been appraised
by the said Committee, yet the Forest Department was responsible to
conduct extensive research and assessment of the Sanctuary with the help
'

of experts in wildlife and ecology do'main to Identify the extent of the ESZ
before succumbing to the suggestions made by other members. However,
no such assessment on wildlife was done which shows that there was no
substantial basis for determining 1 km as ESZ. In fact, the whole exercise
was diverted on other considerations such as demarcation of the KWLS
boundary, identification of revenue villages and mining leases instead of
identifi~ation•.·ofthe

fragile ecological links, wildlife corridors and habitats, the

protection and conservation of which was the ultimate aim.
The original proposal for declaration of ESZ up to 10 kms was
delibel(ately ignored under the garb of human habitations: The Wildlife

Conservation Strategy-2002 has envisaged for declaring lands upto 10 kms
from the boundaries of protected areas as ESZ and in some cases this could
'

be beyond considering the landscape linkage of that particular region.
However, various States submitted that many human habitations, including
important
,. ·cities, would in this case come under the purview of Eco-sensitive
·lf

zone, and that would adversely affect their development. Thus, the ESZ in
some regions could be less than 10 kms also depending upon the extent of
human habitation existing there. However, in case of Kaimur WLS, the
scenar'o is entirely different since the only nearby town is Robertsganj which

1

,

, :

t

,

,

1: ,

, •
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n

I

is approximately ·3 km. from the northern tip of the eastern zone of the
Wildlife,,.:Sanptuary. This comprises hardly 2 km of the approximately 350 km
periph~ral boundary of KWLS. Sharing a miniscule percentage of the KWLS

boundary with a town can't be a deprecating reason for applying a uniform 1
1

~--,

,)r

km ESZ across the Sanctuary. Except this semi-urban town of Robertsganj,
there is hardly any city even within 35 km of KWLS. As far as the question
of human habitation, the habitations inside the KWLS and adjacent forest
areas are rural-agricultural in nature and can co-exist with the Protected
Areas. Such human settlements are adapted

io the ecosystem, already living

tn harmony with nature for decades. Thus, considering a uniform 1 km Zone
on the ground that there are numerous human settlements in the area was
highly unreasonable and unjustified. ,

.

The nominated Expert Member-Dr. Sarita Sinha did not hold any
exper:t~se

in Ecology:

That as per the guidelines, the small committee constituted for declaring ESZ
must comprise of an "Ecologist". For this purpos~. Dr. Sarita Sinha was
appointed as an ecologist. However, the· CV of the said expert member .
.

.

(annexed as Annexure A-9/8) does not show that she is an expert in ecology
or hold any experience in forests and wildlife. Her profile is more of a
biochemist w!tti experiences in phytoremediation and aquatic plants. A mere
.
observ~tion

.
made in the site visit report dated 06/03/2012 stating 'in my
.

opinion,

~··

·.

cJry cond~tions without vegetation do not support wildlife in the area'

.
_t;!i
· clearly reflects her poor understanding of the dry deciduous

e~osystems.

Because of her limited knowledge in the subject and poor assessment of the

:n.
.
.
.
sensitive eco~ystem, ·t~e widespread flora and fauna of the region could not
~

.

.

be properly analyzed and remained ignored and unobserved. Her role as a
nominated ecologist in the entire process has been non-existent in absence
of any categorical and significant · suggestion which was required for
\! i

;~

determination of the ESZ area of the Sanctuary.
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C. No Consideration of Sensitive Corridors, Connectivity and Ecologically
ln:-po~nt patch~s

outside th~ Wildlife Sanctuary:

·.

· It is submitted that the purpose of declaring Eco sensitive zone around the
Nationftl patk or a Wildlife Sanctuary is to protect the eco fragile areas,
•I

.

.

biodiversity, forests, .the landscape which though exists outside the
of the protected areas yet are part
of the same ecosystem
boundaries.
.i·,
: l'
.
.
!·:>
i: ;
.
functions. The ESZ also provide a link for the animals to move in the adjacent
forests,and therefore serves as a vital corridor. The ESZ and the protected
areas cannof be separated through geographical boundaries. The ESZ is a
part of.the protected area and acts as a buffer in order to protect the region
froni any disturbances created by developmental or industrial activities. The

'Guid~lines
for .Declaration of Eco-Sensitive Zones', issued by MoEFCC in
(If
'I

F~bruary,

2011 states:

"1.2.1 The National Wildlife Action Plan (NWAP) 2002-2016 indicates
that "Areas outside
the protected
area network are often vital ecological
.
.
corridor links and must be protected to prevent isolation of fragments
of biodiversity which will not survive in the long run. Land and water use
policies will need to accept the imperative of strictly protecting
ecologically fragile habitats and regulating use elsewhere."
1.2.2 The Action Plan also indicates that "All identified areas around
Protected Areas and wildlife corridors to be declared as ecologically
fragile under the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986."

4.::1 Many of the existing Protected Areas have already undergone
tr~rnendous development in close vicinity to their boundaries. Some of
I

the protected Arf3a actually lying in the urban setup (Eg. Guindy
N;;r,tional Park, Tamil Nadu, Sanjay Gandhi National Park, Maharashtra,
.

,·,

etc). Therefore, defining the extent of

eco~sensitive

zones around

Protected area will have to be kept flexible and Protected Area specific.

.

The width of the Eco-sensitive Zone and type of regulations will differ
frqm Protected Area to Protected Area. However, as a general principle

~.

.

.the width of the Eco-sensitive Zone coulc;J go up to 10 Kms around

a

ProtectfJcJ Area as provided in the Wildlife Conservation Strategy-2002.

4.2

In case where sensitive corridors, connectivity and ecologically

important patches, crucial landscape linkage, are even beyond 10 kms
width, these should be included in the Eco-sensitive Zone .
.,

4.3 Furthermore, even in context of a particvlar Protected Area, the
distribution of an area of Eco-sensitive Zone and the extent of
r~gulation may .not l:)e uniform all around and it could l:)e of variable

width and extent."
The applicant submits that the Kaimur Wildiife Sanctuary .is contiguous with
several other Forest Ranges and Wildlife Sanctt,1ary and part of a larger
landscape vv!)ich is very rich in floral and faunal diversity which includes
hundre_ds of _medicinal plants and several Schedule-! animals. However, the
importance of adjacent forests, the rivers originating from this region and the
critical wildlife corridors have been completely ignored while considering the
,·!·,

ESZ proposal. The Sa~ctuary is contiguous with Patehara Forest Range and
Dramadganj Forest Range_ of Mirzapur Forest Division, Bagdara Wildlife
Sanctuary of Madhya Pradesh and Son Gharial Sanctuary of Madhya
.

.

:

.

. Pradesh. The ecological corridors extend till Ranipur Wildlife Sanctuary in
district Banda of U.P., Marihan-Sukrit-Chunar forest ranges of Mirzapur
Forest Division, Chandraprabha Sanctuary of district Chandauli of U.P. and
Kaimur Wildlife Sanctuary of Bihar.

(1)

No

consideration of the important forest ranges adjacent to

1

KwLS: The Kaimur Wildlife Sanctuary (KWLS) is surrounded by
several forests, many of which are Notified Reserve Forests, that are
rich in diversity, and that extend beyond 10 km. Another fact that
''i

.

cannot be ignored is that the Kaimur Wildlife Sanct\,Jary is a heavily
'
-~~'

.

disturbed landscape that has numerous human settlements. The
I

forests are under huge pressure from agricultural expansion and

~~~,.-----·---
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livestock. population within the sanctuary. It is all these forests in the
fringe areas thafact as a cushion or extended habitat for wildlife, and
because of which the survival of animals has been made possible. For
example, on the north-eastern boundary of KWLS is Patehara Forest
Range which is a critical fo~est range and home to a variety of animals
including Schedule I species. Similarly, the dense Drammadganj
Forest Range lying to the north-western boundary is not only one of
the finest wildlife .habitats but it also connects Kaimur WLS directly with
Ranipur WLS (Banda, U.P.) through a continuous stretch of
mountainous forests. Such areas need to be given special protection,
h()wever, the notification does not make any mention of this.
The 1 km ESZ that the n·otification proposes mostly constitutes such
ateas that are already notified Reserve Forests wh!ch have higher
regulatory provisions. In such a case, what is the justification of
declaring the ESZ within a Reserve Forest and what special protection
it will provide to wildlife remains unanswered. To a large extent it
appears that the notification has a serious lack of empathy toward.s the

· ecology of the region and the rich biodiversity that this landscape
holds. The forests adjacent to KWLS need a stronger protection
regime as these forests are facing severe threats from mining,
:fl,lelwood collection, livestock grazing and other anthropogenic
pressures. Along with all the adjacent forests,· it is crucial that the
Wildlife corridors are protected.
(2) No consideratio.n of ecological importance of River Belan, Son
and other tributaries: River Bel an is known as the site for one of the

ancient civilizations of India. The entire. basin is globally renowned for
its ancient rock paintings, and Paleolithic to Neolithic artifacts. The fact
1.'

is. that this amazing river,· and several other streams and tributaries,
originate from the KWLS and its surrounding areas, and the ecological
sensitivity of this region must be taken into consideration while making
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any d~Qision on its management. Similarly, in the area between the
southern
·.
. . l;>oundary of KWLS and river Son, that also forms part of Son
Gharial Sanctuary, innumerable streams originate and flow through
the area making it a sensitive ecosystem called an 'ecotone'.
(3) No consideration of the important Wildlife corridors with
neighboring PAs & wi,dlife habitats: The continuous stretch of
extends up to Kaimur WLS.forests running parallel to Son river which
..
Bihar is a critical wildlife corridor which is part of this important
ecotone. The following corridor links forms part of the landscape:
a·. Kaimur-Son-Kaimur

Corr~dor:

The Kaimur Wildlife Sanctuary of

Bihar lies just 38 km downstream of river Son and shares the
boundary with Uttar Pradesh's Chandoli and Sonbhadra District.
The KaimurWLS of Bihar shares the southern, soL,Jth eastern

and western boundaries with Uttar Pradesh. In. the notification for
Eco-sen.sitive zone o~ Kaimur WLS-Bihar, the Bihar government
has not declared the

~SZ

as it was stated that th~ .region is part of

. Uttar Pradesh. The same fact is clearly stated in the gazette
,. notification f~r Kaimur:-WLS-Bihar vide S.O. 274 (E) dated 28th
January, 2015. Therefore, it is the responsibility of the State of U.P.
to declare the forests and river adjoining the Kaimur WLS of Bihar
under the ESZ.
The western boundary of Kaimur ·WLS-Bihar constitutes very
dense forests of the Chandoli district, with great diversity of flora
and fauna, and extends to Chandraprabha WLS. These forests
deserve to be protected not only as ESZ but under a stronger
regulatory framework. However, in the context of only Kaimur WLSU.P, the wildlife corridor stated above must be considered which is
' a very important link between the two sanctuaries, which were once
part· of a single contiguous landscape. Thus, this stretch has all the
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qualities to be included within the Sanctuary cmd must not be
ignored ...

b. Haiia-Drammadganj-Ranipur

Corridor:

Ranipur

Wildlife

Sanctuary falls in Banda district of Uttar Pradesh and is a

.

biq~iversity rich Protected Area of similar landscape as Kaimur.
Drammadganj is the adjacent Forest Range lying towards the
western boundary of the KWLS and is surrounded by hilly
escarpments. The Drammadganj range is known for leopards,
crocodiles and bears. The villages of Patehara and Drammadganj
are active sites of man-animal conflicts. as the range fc;>rms an
integral part of the wildlife corridor that extends up to Rani pur WLS.
The 2 km. wide and approximately 14Q km. long stretch of forests
from Drammadganj Forests is very critical to the movement of
wildlife. The mountainous forests of this stretch are also sloth bear
habitat,. which are reported from nearly every village near to the
stretch.

c. Kaimur-Mirzapur-Chandraprabha Corridor: The DFO-Mirzapur
Forests Division in reply to a representation by the applicant
organization on the decline of wildlife in Mirzapur Forest Division,
dated 12.12.2014, has specifically stated that there is continuous
movement

of

wild

animals

between

Kaimur

WLS

and

Chandraprabha WLS,through the ry1irzapur Forests Division. It is
v~~

clear that the Forest Department is aware of this fact and it

·'' '·"·
.
. was their duty to include such corridors which exist t;>etween
Mi,rz~pur

Forest Division (which constitutes 8 Forest Ranges-

Marihan, Sukrit, Drammadganj, Patehara, Chunar, Mirzapur
Wy'ndhamfall and Lalganj) and Kaimur WLS. Yet, this notification
· is completely silent on this issue and t~kes no cognizance of the
imporjance of these corridors.
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(4) No consideration ofthe_presence of rich wildlife in the region:

.

The Patehara Forest range which shares north-eastern bo1,1ndary of
KWLS s1,1pports a number of animals including Schedule I species like
Sloth · Bear, Chinkara, Blackbuck, Monitor Lizard, and Mugger
Crocodile. In the wildlife census of Patehara Forest Range in the years
2009, 2011 and 2013, the Mirzapur Forest Division have also reported
the presence of Swamp Deer. Swamp Deers are not qnly classified as
'if (

'Schedule-!' underWPA but is also 'Critically Endangered' under IUCN
Red List.
It- is also important to point out the. observations t:nade in the 22nd
.
.
meeting of the Standing Committee of National Soard of Wildlife dated
·,

25th. April, 2011 ·by one of the member Ms. Prerna Singh eindra while
considering a proposal for a cement plant situated hear the Kaimur
WLS, the same has been reproduced here for ready reference:

"The Vindhya-also called the Kaimur range-is the watershed
of two major rivers, Son and Tons that flow into peninsular
India. The sanctuary has very rich biodiversity which includes
wolves, leopard, blackbuck, lesser cats, white-backed vulture,
and is the breeding site of long-billed vultures. Kaimur
sanctuary has prehistoric caves dating back to 4, 000 years
which depict elements of nature, ie, stars, moon, river and
animals which interestingly includes rhinos. The cement plant
will also be fed by mining which will devastate the ecology of
the sanctuary ....
.. .. .. There is already tremendous pressure on the Vindhya
range with stone crushing and limestone industry-leases
have been given, and large scale illegal mining and stone
': ,prushing
is reported. The sanctuary represents perhaps the
.
::;

last protected tact in this mountain range."
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It is evident frorlJ the above stated minutes that the region has rich
wildlife which needs to be protected from polluting industries like
cement plants and mining activities. The applicant is also providing a
list of the following animals which have been reported as per the
census from KWLS Forest Division in 2013 and website of Uttar
Pradesh forest department:

·Fauna
S.No. ·
Species

Source of
information

Schec;Jule under
Wildlife (ProtectiQn)
Act, 1972 with IUCN
thr(f}at level

$cti I (Critically
Forest Dept.
census
Endanoered)
...
..
.
Forest Dept.
$chI (Vulnerable)
Sloth bear
2
census
Forest Dept.
MUgger
Sch I (Vulnerable)
3.
census
Crocodile
'.
Forest Dept.
4
$chI (Vulnerable)
Fishing cat
census
Forest Dept.
5 ' Chinkara
Sch I
census
Forest Dept.
Blackbuck
Sch I
6
census
..
· Ratei/Honey Forest Dept.
7
Sch I
census
Badaer
Bengal
Forest Dept.
Sch I
8
Monitor
census
Forest Dept.
9
Indian Wolf
Sch I
census
Website of
Leopard·
10
Sch I
Forest Oept.
F'ore.st Dept.
11
Peafowl
Sch. I.
census
Forest Dept. .
12
Red Fox
.. Sch II
census
Forest Dept.
Golden
13
Sch II
Jackal·
census
Forest Dept.
14
Jungle Cat
Sch II
census
·Forest Dept..
15
Langur
Sch II
census
..
F crest Dept.
II
Monkey
.
Sch
16
census
Forest Dept.
17
Hog Deer
Sch Ill (Endangered)
census
..
Forest Dept.·.
Sch Ill (Vulnerable)
' 18 . Sambar
census
..
..
Forest Dept.
Sch Ill (Near
19 ·Hyaena
census
Threatened)
F9rest Dept.
Cheetal
Sch Ill
: 20
census
Forest Dept.
·Sch Ill
. 21
Wild Boar
census
:

1

Gharial

'

1•••

f

:-::.
,_..
'~.

,.·.·.
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22

Nilgai ·

23

Porcupine

Forest Dept.
census
Forest Dept.
census

Schill
SchiV

..

It is submitted that despite sharing boundari:es with Bagdara Wildlife
·Sanctuary. and Son Gharial Sanctuary in south and sharing forest

.

corridors with several other forest areas and ranges sharing similar
.
.
floral and faunal diversity, there has been absolutely no discussion on
wildlife and .the need of conserving this eco fragile zone for declaring
·1 km as ESZ for this Sanctuary. Further, not only the presence of other
·forests, wildlife and ecological _areas outside the Sanctuary has been
deliberately igno_red, but the other ranges inside the Sanctuary such
as Halia, Robertsganj and Ghorawal has also not been taken into
consideration. If a proper assessment and research with detailed site
visits by people having expertise, in the field of wildlife and ecology
would have undertaken, then the focus . should have been on
preserving and conserving the rich ecosystem of the area instead of
the opposite.
Copy of the relevant' extract from the 22nd meeting of the Standing
C~mmittee of National Board of Wildlife dated 25th April, 2011 is annexed

herewith as Annexure A-1 0 and Copy of the wildlife census of Kaimur
Wildlife Division and Mirzapur forest Division for the year 2013 is annexed
.I

herewith as Annexure A-11.

D. Detailed

Suggestions

organi~ation

and

comments

sent

by

the

applicant

deliberately ignored by the MoEFCC and State of UP:

The MoEFCC invited comments from public on its draft notification S.O.
2601 (E) dated 22/09/2015 after publication of the same on their website on
6th October, 2015. The applicant submitted a detailed representation on
03.12.2.015 highlighting the shortcomings in the draft notification and also
provided certain suggestions for protection of this region. The representation
was based on extensive research and site visits undertaken by the applicant

organization for a long duration, The said representation was also endorsed
by reputed wilplife expert and a former member of NBWL Dr. Asad Rahmani
(Former Director, Bombay Natural History Society), Mike Pandey (Director,
Earth Matters Foundation) and Prof. AS. Raghubanshi (Professor and
Former Director, Institute of Environment & Sustainable Development at
Banaras Hindu University). However, the representation was neither
acknowledged nor considered in the following meeting in February 2016
(annexed as Annexure A-6 above) and the expert committee of MoEFCC

recommended for finalization of the draft notification. The following
suggestions were provided by the applicant organization in the said
repr~sentation:

"We. are of the strong view that given the unique landscape of Vindhyas
in Mirzapur, Sonbhadra and adjoining districts, which are fast getting
fragmented, there is a need to implement stronger regulatory framework
for the protection of the forests without affecting economic services to the
local people. While notifying new Protected Areas and extending
boundaries of existing Protected Areas· .can be a good step, the entire
region needs to be protected as a sing.le entity

to ensure the survival

of

the biodiversity of this ecosystem. The Vindhyan forests of Sonbhadra,
Mirzapur, Chan.doli and adjoining districts are known for medicinal plants .
~'I~

: ) \.'

•

thaf can be a hug~ economic boost to the· people and add revenue to
government. . One suggestion is to declare the entire region as a
i4t,

·~:··

.

.

.

Biosphere Reserv~ with the Reserve Forests being the satellite core
areas. However, in context of the immediate notification which relates to
. only Kaimur Wildlife Sanctuary-Mirzapur and Sonbhadra, we suggest the
following amendments:
<'i'\

I) ·

The ESZ must include the totality of all the forests and rivers
adjoining/nei_ghboring the KWLS boundary as these areas are an
integral part of Kaimur WLS and are freely used by wild animals
for habitat, prey and drinking water sources. The extent of the ESZ

.

.

~.;;·

·,1

•;•'.;'···'''-·'"'

:r

..

must be 5 km from the boundary of such forests and rivers. For
.

.

eg. The entire Patehara Forest Range and Drammadganj Range
.plus 5 km fro·m the outer bound~ry should be included in the ESZ.
II)

The 'ecotones' ih and around the Sanctuary . area must be
protected with. the highest possible· provision as they are not only
rich ecosystems but have significant importance in maintaining the
ecological balance of the entire region. For example, the region
between Balan River-KWLS and Son River-KWLS

m~st

be

protected from any type of human interference.
Ill)'

The ESZ must include the reservoirs which are within 10 Km of
the KWLS which includes Meja Reservoir, Sirsi Reservoir, Sukhra
Reservoir and other small water bodies as these water bodies are
known to harbour Mugger Crocodiles and turtles and are also
important squrces of drinking water for wild animals. Intensive
afforestation of local species must be taken up to improve the
connectivity. Special care must be taken that the reservoirs are
not fenced and any concrete construction does not take place on
the banks as these are important nesting zones for crocodiles and
turtles. Fishing here

~ust

be prohibited, and crocodile and turtle

nesting sites must be assessed with help of experts from institutes
like the Wildlife Institute of India, National Centre for Biological
Sciences.
IV)

Wildlife

Corridors

between

the

adjoining

forest

ranges,

,,,

sanctuaries and water bodies must be protected. The 2 km wide
r:~

stretch of mountainous forests between Drammadganj Range and
Rani pur WLS, the 18 km-wide stretch of forests between Kaimur
'i, '·.

WLS-UP and Kaimur WLS-Bihar along the northern bank of River
So~ must be protected. A separate assessment of important

wildlife habitats and corridors must be prepared in consultation

.
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with the Forest Department of Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh
for identification of ESZ south of River Son.

V)

Agricultural activities must be regulated inside the Reserve
Forests and strict action must be taken on any encroachments or
.ille9al possession of land. The rights of traditional forest dwellers
and tribal people must be protected and they should be made
active participants and stakeholders in the management of forest
resources.

A.

wildlife task force comprising members from each

village, with equal participation of women, must be formed under
guidance of· local environmental NGOs, eco clubs of nearby
s~hools/colleges and forest staff.

VI) .

The grasslands and scrubl.ands are also an important ecosystem
·in the Vindhyan landscape. They are often seen as barren land by
the revenue department though that is not true. They play a vital

,,i..
ecological role and the diversion of such lands for other
development purposes· must be prevented.
VII)

Regulated ·grazing can be beneficial to the ecology and it is
particularly true for species like Blackbuck and other herbivores
that live in lightly grazed areas. Therefore, livestock grazing may
'be allowed in the ESZ with certain regulations.·

VIII)

The diversity of threatened plants and . animals· in KWLS and
adjoining forest ranges must be assessed scientifically and their
habitats and corridors must be documented with help of premier
wildlife institutes like Wildlife Institute of India. A strong action plan
'

must be prepared under guidance of Wll and other reputed
institutions that have worked in this area for conservation of
threatened taxa.
IX)

Research on wild flora and fauna must be actively promoted and
er:1couraged. The presence of Banaras Hindu University's South
Campus in Mirzapur can be beneficial, and efforts must be made
:. ' :.

~

.
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to pro-actively enco.urage and support· young researchers by
uplifting the existing Forest Rest Houses, pro ..~ctively sharing
knowledge with students etc.
X)

The monitori.ng committee must be constituted under three headsEcological; Social and Administrative: The three committees must
be independent of each other but work in close coordination.

XI)

Committee on Ecology must constitute ecological experts who are
of similar grade and status of professors from Banaras Hindu
University and ·Allahabad University who have worked in this
region. This is very important as forest officers get transferred

.

frequently and there is a great knowledge gap that leads to
inefficient management of the forests and biodiversity. We
suggest that 2o% of the members be experts on Vindhyan ecology
with proven· experti~e of research in this region, 25% of the
members elected from local gram panchayats, 25% of the
members nominated 'by DFO-Kaimur Wildlife & DFOMirzapur and
25% representation from local NGOs working for environment &
wildlife. The committee can recommend, with mutual consent, the
appointment of other experts in the field such as sloth bear
experts, reptilian experts, taxonomic experts etc. Committee on
Social issues can be formed on the same criteria as discussed in
above para where the experts will be selected based on their
experience in social science. Local institutes such as

G.B. Pant

Institute of Social Science, Allahabad University must be included.
The

Administrative

Committee

can

comprise

different

administrative officers from the State government including
District Magistrates, Pollution Control Board Members, Revenue
officers and other senior members of Forest Department.
XII)

•
It has come to our notice that the adjoining forests of KWLS which
comes under Mirzapur Forest Divi~ion is under immense scarcity

·, ....
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of human resources._ There is an urgent need to appoint more
forest guards in Patehara and DrammadQanj range as protection
of these forests are very critical to the survival of wildlife in KWLS.
Therefore, there must be sufficient number of forest guards and
equipment be providec;J to them to carry out their duty effectively
in such forest ranges. An independent committee must be set up
by the Central Government to study the administrativ~ functioning
of the Forest Divisiol'}s and what measures are needed to correct
the crisis. ·
XIII)

The area should be under continuous monitoring for any land use
change with special attention to mining, deforestation, illegal
expansion of human·· settlements and · unlawful expansion of
agricultural_ areas with help of local remote sensing centers such
as Remote Sensing Applications Cent~e:.Lucknow. The important
big rl)cimmals such as leopards, ·sloth bears, and swamp deer may
_be· gee-tagged to monitor their movement .. in the area and
understand
their behavior, which will help the forest
:
.
. department to
take required meas'ures for protection of their habitats and
cor~idors.

Modern technology must be used suitably to maximize

prot~ction

of the forests and wildlife from poachers and fuelwood

mafia.
XIV)

The forest department in Mirzapur is divided into Mirzapur Forests
Division and Mirzapur Kaimur Wildlife Division. While the Kaimur
Wildlife Division has jurisdiction inside the Wildlife Sanctuary, the
Mirza pur Forest Division has jurisdiction over the adjoining forests
of Patehara and Drammadganj Forest Range. For effective
conservation_ and management of the wildlife of KWL$ there has
to be full involvement of Mirzapur Kaimur Wildlife Division and
other forest divisions such as Mirzapur Forest Division and other

. -~ ' ..

divisions which control the forests· ~nd wildlife of Sonbhadra and
Chandoli districts.
XV)

Tre viliages in and .around KWLS consist of tribal communities
who are yet to be recognized as Scheduled Tribes. As the local
communities are quite poor, there is an urgent requirement of
initiating training centers to develop their vocational and
entrepreneu~:ial

skills. The tourism to waterfalls aroun!;l KWL$ has

the potential to be developed as eco-tourism sites and must be
actively promoted at national level.
XVI)

We urgently request to be granted the opportunity to represent our
views before the Ministry in person before a final decision on the
matter is taken."

The representation along with the above stated suggestions were duly
submitted to the concerned authorities including the ESZ division of the
MoEFCC and State of UP. However, none of the minutes of the MoEFCC
meetings show that the said representation was deliberated upon.· It is
pertinent to rnention here that as per sub rule 3 (d) of Rule 5 of the
Environm~nt

(Protection) Rules, it is incumbent upon the Central

Government to consider the objections received against the draft notification
within 120 days from the date of publication of the said notification in the
official

gaze~e.

However, in the instant case 'the State and MoEFCC chose

':~ l:~ ';_:

to sit over silently on the representation for more than a year till the applicant
filed an RTI application with the Ministry on 24th November, 2016 inquiring
~l~ij./

..

about the status of hi~ representation. In pursuance of the same, the official
concerned of the MoEFCC (ESZ division). sought the response ·of the
Principal Secretary, Government of UP on the objections filed by the
applicant vide letter dated 23.12.2016. Under the RTI documents received
from the Ministry in May 2017, the applicant came to know the response of
the OFO-KWLS on his representation which was only forwarded to the
MoEFCC. The said ·response. has not dealt with the objections of the

;:··.-: ~Yr~<,
·.:·: :x~·>T··:

· · ·--:~i:.:_:··.:-:.····> .·-~.:~::T:.---:~.:-_: ·
'

.. ,.

applicant under the pretext that the area is inhabited by human population
and meeting out the objections would not be practically and administratively
feasibl~

and it would· further delay finalization of the notification. It is

submitted that the officials concemed were under the obligation tQ carefully
consider the representation and place the ·same before the ESZ Expert
,J

Committee of the MoEFCC instead of thrashing out the same without any
proper reasoning and justification.
5

Copy of the letter dated 23.12.2016 and the response of the DFO-KWLS on
the representation of the applicant as forwarded to the Ministry is annexed
herewith as Annexure A -12 (Colly).
15. That based on the aforementioned facts and grou·nds, the applicants submits
that

the

impugned

Notification

contravenes

the

Principle

of

lntergenera.tional eq1,1ity, sustainable development and Preca1,1tionary
P~inciple.

If the n~tification is i";~plemented, then there would be large scale

· irreverSible destruction of the eco fragile areas which exists .beyond the 1 km
zone.. It was the duty of the concerned. authorities to identify the eco
sensitive zone 'on the.basis ofthe rich biodiversity, environment and ecology
which exists around the Sanctuary. The Notification clearly violates the
constitutional provisions and the aforestated principles which ensure
protection of the rich biodiversity, wildlife, environment and ecology and
should therefore be set aside.
LIMITATION .

As

per.,t,~ection
.

.

14(3) of National Green Tribunal Act, 2010, the application

for adjudication of dispute under this section has to be filed within a period
of six n;tonthls from the date on which the cause of action for such dispute
first arose.
In this 1cas.e ;the cause of action has arisen on 23.03.2017 when the
impugned Notification No. S.O. 891 (E) dated 20th M~rch, 2017 was
upload~d

on the website of the MoEFCC bringing the same into the

knowledge of the applicant. The prescribed period of six months has expired

'

,'

....... ·.:·:•·:

on 22"d September, .2017. Thus, the application is being filed with a delay of
10 days under the proviso of section 14 (3). The applicant has filed a
separate application for condonation of delay and craves leave of the

.

Hon'ble Tribunal to refer the same for the purposes of limitation as
pr.escribed under section 14.

PRAYER
1

In view of the above .facts and circumstances it is most respectfully prayed
that this Hon'ble Tribunal may be pleased to:
a) Quash the Notification No. ~.0. 891(E) dated 20th March, 2017
issued by the Central Government declaring an area to an extent of 1
.1,

km all around the boundary of Kaimur Wildlife Sanctuary in the State
of Uttar Pradesh as the Kaimur Wildlife Sanctuary Eco-sensitive

:i)

Zone.
b)! pirect the Respondents Nos. 2, 3 and 4 to take appropriate steps for
identification of the eco-sensitive zone de-novo anc;l till such
identification is done, the 10 km distance from the boundary of the
Sanctuary shall be maintained as ESZ as per the directions passed
by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in Writ Petition (C) No. 460 of 2004
vide order dated 04.12.2006.
c) Oirect the Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change and
the State of Uttar Pradesh not to grant any permissions/clearances
for mining, industrial or any other activity within 10 km of the
Sanctuary without the recommendation of Standing Committee of
NBWL .as per the direction of Hon'ble Supreme Court in the matter
stated as above.
d) pirect the Respondents to restore the region around the Sanctuary
which is being damaged due to the mining, industrial and other
developmental activities.
··::''
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Lt.J Pa;:os any suct·l order, as the Hon'ble Tribunal may deem fit and prcpet· in the
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Applicant
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Through

Pi\RUL C;UPT;\
ADVOCATE FOR THE APPUCANT
28/1, MAHARAJA AGR.ASEN ROA.D
GOVINDPUR!, KA.LKA.J!,
NEVV DEU-·i!--1-i 0019
Email !D: 2.§Jul.!a\~}@_r{fQ.QDJ£iL:;Dr:~
Phone:91-9891656928

VERIFICATION

l, Debadityo Sinha, S/o 1\/lrs. Durba Roy, aged 27 years R/o House No 28/1, Ground

Floor, Govindpuri, Kalkaji f\Jew Delhi -1 'i 0019 hereby verify that the contents of paras ·1
to.\> are true to my personal knowledge and para

1.'1.~

,
L>.... are believed to be true on

iegal advice and that I have not suppressed any material facts.

Applicant

Date:
Place: New Delhi

